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WEEKLY - MARCH 23, 2020 

Covid-19. World is at different stages 

Asia is confirming the deceleration of infections. China is attempting to 

gradually de-contain the sickest regions, by the way taking (calculated?) risks 

of a relapse. But the US, despite its early denial, is accelerating markedly. And 

Europe remains at the epicenter of the sanitary crisis. Despite significant 

protective measures Italy, Spain, France, Switzerland and Germany remain, 

for now, on track with the theoretical trend progression.  

 

No signs of a containment of the infection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Global fear is not going to diminish soon 

Paradoxically, it is good news, as it could trigger a new mindset at the heart of 

conservatism 

 

Germany. To the bone  

The country faces several concomitant structural challenges. The bedrock of 

its export-based model is shaking. Its mighty industrial model gives signs of 

obsolescence. It neither treaded the delicate path of numeric revolution, nor 

anticipated the impacts of climate change. Most flamboyant car manufac-

turers will remain in the spotlight over next years. Machine tools manufac-

turers will continue suffering from trade conflicts and rampant deglobaliza-

tion. Covid-19 is favoring a recalibration, if not the re-onshoring of certain 

supply chains. This would ultimately impact disproportionately the largest 

exporters, like China and Germany. 

The German banking system is among the sickest worldwide. Oversized, 

poorly capitalized and unprofitable. Authorities have been ambivalent about 

it for a couple of decades now. Merkel and Co always rejected a European 

PERFORMANCES  2020 

EQUITIES  

MSCI World -30.0% 

S&P 500 -28.7% 

Stoxx 600 -32.5% 

Nikkeï -28.6% 

SPI -20.7% 

China -13.8% 

Emerging -27.9% 
 

 

BONDS  

CHF Corp -6.2% 

US Govt +6.3% 

US Corp -10.6% 

US HY -18.1% 

EUR Gvt -0.6% 

EUR Corp -7.8% 

EUR HY -18.9% 

  

CURRENCIES  

USD index +6.3% 

EURUSD -4.5% 

EURCHF -2.8% 

USDCHF +1.9% 

USDJPY +1.4% 

EM FX -13.8% 

  

COMMODITIES   

Gold -1.8% 

Silver -30.0% 

Brent -60.8% 

CRB index -33.3% 

Post-Maastricht 
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banking union, public bailouts and cross-border (pan-

European) mergers. They also opposed the ECB financial 

engineering which, actually, allowed its survival... Yet, the 

whole banking system is on the verge of collapse. It will 

by no means be able to support the ailing economy 

confronting multi-angle shocks. 

Merkel is gradually phasing out of the political stage by 

the back door. Her governing coalition and the CDU are 

declining at a vertiginously high-speed. Political stasis 

reigns in the country, with the ambushed ecologist party 

preparing to step-up soon. If CDU keeps its current 

political lines, it will be devastated in coming elections, 

just like many parties belonging to the moderate center 

of the political spectrum. 

Germany’s perspectives have not been so dark for 

several decades 

It desperately needs a major change in mindset to turn it 

around  

 

RIP Maastricht 

In the last couple of weeks, the Maastricht treaty died.  

And nobody cries 

Indeed, Italy, France and Spain are spending massively 

with no concerns about growing debt. And for good 

reasons, nobody dares to care.  Other European 

countries will follow, soon. Even Germany is finally 

launching sort of genuine grand plan. Traditional barriers 

are falling, that’s good. But most of these efforts are 

reactive, unilateral, and embed a national bias. Policyma-

kers must gear-up now, quickly. Time has come for 

major initiatives on a pan-European level. It may 

encompass the boosting of the EU budget, the launch of 

Eurobonds (linked to Covid-19 or with a Green impact), 

formally ring-fencing European banks and / or allowing 

ECB to buy banks’ debt, etc. 

Merkel has a (very last) chance to write history and shape 

a post-Maastricht Europe 

• The severe sanitary and economic crisis creates a 

perfect storm for Europe...  

• By killing the Maastricht treaty, policymakers have 

opened-up a window of opportunity 

• Let’s hope that Merkel will coalesce with Macron and 

Conte and transcend the crisis 

 

 

Fixed income. No place to hide 

The selling price of credit bonds does not seem to matter 

that much. All that matters is getting our money back. 

Liquidity  in even the deepest and safest segment – US 

Treasuries – is doubtful. According to Citigroup, order 

book has collapsed to 10% of historical average and bid/

offer spreads have risen. The current bond sell-off is linked 

to broad based liquidations and deleveraging to take 

down balance sheets, fund margin calls and meet 

redemptions. The Treasury market is not telling us 

anything about the outlook for growth and inflation. All it 

is telling us is that investors are desperate to sell anything 

and everything, including Treasuries, to get cash. 

The worst performer is the high yield segment. The US 

high yield spread is back above 1000bps or 10%. It is its 

highest level since 2008, and already wider than during 

the dot com bubble burst.  

Credit spreads 

According to S&P, high yield default rate is likely to rise to 

10% over the next 12 months because of the coronavirus 

crisis, more than three times  the rate of 3.1% 2019 year-

end level. 

Furthermore, many fixed-income ETFs are trading at steep 

discounts to net asset values. As an example, the 

Vanguard Total Return Bond ETF saw its delta surge to a 

6.2% discount on March 12th. Sellers lost out by that 

much. Big discounts are proof that ETFs create an illusion 

of liquidity. They allow investors to trade in previously 

illiquid parts of the market. But liquidity can vanish during 

a meltdown. 

• Liquidity is vanishing 

 

Fixed income. More QE 

The BoE delivered its second surprise monetary policy 

decision this month, with a final rate cut and the launch of 

its largest QE program ever. BoE Governor Bailey is 

certainly not easing gently into his new role, and any 

hopes for a more predictable and telegraphed monetary 

policy seem dashed. Key rate is now at 0.10%, a new all-

time low. The BoE will purchase £200bn of bonds, 

including both gilts and corporates. The split has not been 

specified yet. Gilt purchases started on Friday with £5.1bn, 

and another £5.1bn on Monday. That is more than treble 

the daily pace of the previous buying program, and 

significantly faster than before: £3.5bn a day in mid-2009, 

MARCH 23, 2020 
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when the QE just began. At that pace, the BoE could 

purchase £200bn bonds in just 3 months. The pace will 

vary in response to market conditions. Corporate 

purchases will be detailed in coming weeks. We do not 

know yet how much will be diverted to corporate debt. 

Post-EU referendum it totaled £10bn. At least £20-25bn 

seems a more likely starting point. 

 

After an emergency meeting, the ECB delivered a new 

Pandemic Emergency Purchase Program (PEPP), to 

counter the risk to the monetary policy transmission 

posed by the COVID-19. This program will have an 

overall size of €750bn and last until year-end. All asset 

categories already eligible under the existing asset 

purchasing program (APP) plus Greek sovereign bonds 

are eligible. The PEPP purchases will be made on and 

above the current APP (€20bn/month + €120bn of 

additional net purchases envelope until year-end + 

€220bn of APP reinvestments until year-end). Overall, the 

ECB has committed to purchase almost €1.2trn until year-

end. This is 11% of Euro area GDP. The ECB plans to 

expand the range of eligible assets to include non-

financial commercial paper of good credit quality to 

support their funding at time of large distress. This 

comes after the Fed decided to reinstate their facility on 

commercial paper. The ECB announcement will not only 

deliver a large compression of the intra-EMU spreads but 

will also keep a lid on any potential widening that could 

impair monetary policy transmission. The APP together 

with the new PEPP will avoid widening beyond what 

would be justified by normal market volatility. Unlike 

what happened after the previous press conference and 

Lagarde's announcement that the ECB was not there to 

close spreads, the decision indicates an ECB willing to 

act. 

 

• The ECB announcement has been able to stabilize 

credit spread more in the Euro area, than  the Fed in 

the US. 

• We expect tighter peripheral spreads over the 

medium term 

• European credit spreads will stabilize thanks to 

central banks 

 

 

 

Equities. A miracle drug? 

The spending of hundreds of billions of dollars from central 

banks and states will not be as powerful as the discovery of 

a vaccine and / or the use of current drugs to treat the 

consequences of the coronavirus, especially lung inflam-

mation. 

 

Regarding a vaccine, biotech companies have started 

clinical trials on a few patients. These are Moderna, Gilead 

and BioNTech (associated with Pfizer). The end of the first 

trials is expected around the end of April-May. But 

everyone agrees: it takes several months to find the right 

formula for a vaccine and use it on a large scale. At each 

stage of the manufacturing process, the vaccine must be 

tested on animals. In total, it takes between 6 and 36 

months. The effectiveness of a vaccine can only be 

demonstrated over the long term. In addition, in several 

months, the virus may have mutated, and the vaccine may 

no longer work; that’s what happened with SARS. 

 

In the meantime, salvation could come from a drug that 

treats a serious effect of the coronavirus: pulmonary 

inflammations that often lead to the death of the elderly, 

or people with breathing difficulties or pre-existing 

pathologies (diabetes, hypertension, heart problems). This 

drug is chloroquine, an old drug that treats malaria, which, 

combined with an antibiotic, has shown its effectiveness  in 

treating pulmonary inflammation. For the moment, this 

medicine is under urgent evaluation to obtain reliable data. 

Sanofi is concerned with its Plaquenil. But chloroquine can 

cause serious side effects if overdosed or misused. Very 

negative reactions are feared when interacting with other 

medicines, especially for patients in intensive care. The 

therapeutic dose is often close to the toxicity threshold and 

potentially lethal. 

• We can forget a vaccine in the short-term 

• Doctors rely on existing drugs 

 

Equities. Historic falls 

Luxury industry. After the Yellow vests crisis in France, then 

the political crisis in Hong Kong, here is the coronavirus 

crisis. Almost 2 years of trouble. The world has stopped. In 

February in China, then the rest of the world. Shops and 

factories closed, travel impossible. The 2 growth drivers of 

the luxury sector are Greater China and tourism. Travelers 

buy in major world cities, Paris, New York, Milan, but also 

at airports. 

MARCH 23, 2020 
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Swiss watch statistics show the extent of the damage. In 

February, Swiss exports fell 42% in Hong Kong (13% of 

exports) and 52% in China (10%). And it will be worse in 

March and April, with Europe and the United States, 

which account for 18% and 11% of exports respectively. 

Rolex, Patek Philippe, Hublot have announced that they 

stop their production. Swiss watch exports are expected 

to fall by more than 50% in March and April. For the 

entire luxury sector, analysts expect sales to drop by 

more than 70% in March and April. 

 

Smartphones. The smartphone segment shows the same 

trend. In February, smartphone sales fell 38% compared 

to February 2019, from 99.2 million to 61.8 million units, 

the largest drop ever. This trend will worsen in March 

and April with Europe and the United States. 

 

Automobile. In China, sales fell 92% in February. In 

Europe, the fall will be around 100% between March and 

April. 

Trade war and Covid-19 have  created an industrial 

supply shock with China. We will follow the evolution of 

the pandemic in India, the world center for the outsour-

cing of IT and accounting for large groups in developed 

countries. 

For the Discretionary sector, we estimate a fall in sales 

between 80% and 90% between February and April. For 

the future, we will await the evolution of the pandemic 

and wait before buying stocks in this sector 

A recovery in V is unlikely, because we are in a shock of 

demand and supply 

 

Equities. Pressure on mobile / internet operators 

Streaming services, especially Netflix and YouTube, and 

the consumption of mobile games are putting pressure 

on mobile / internet operators, services that are 

excessively bandwidth intensive. The European Union has 

asked these streaming companies to switch to standard 

definition and to abandon high definition. Disney+ 

delayed its European launch by 2 weeks. 

Coupled with work at home and video conferencing, 

streaming risks imploding internet infrastructures. Thierry 

Breton, the European Commissioner in charge of digital 

policy also asks citizens to be responsible for the 

consumption of data. Messaging consumption is far 

beyond year-end peaks. In Italy, traffic increased by 75%. 

Spain has asked citizens to ration the use of streaming 

and to download movies outside peak hours. In Europe, 

the peak is between 12:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. Bandwidths 

are still resilient, but it’s the mobile infrastructure that 

suffers the most. 

• At the end of the crisis, the "winners" will be the 

enterprise-communication infrastructure: Citrix, Cisco, 

Zoom, Skype (Microsoft) and Logitech in products. On 

July 31, 2021, Skype will disappear for Business Online 

with the Teams app 

• Netflix and other streaming movie companies will see a 

jump in subscribers 

• The 5G theme will come out stronger 
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Disclaimer  

This document is solely for your information and under no circumstances is it to be used or considered as an 
offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investment or other specific product. All information and 
opinions contained herein has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to their accuracy or completeness. The analysis 
contained herein is based on numerous assumptions and different assumptions could result in materially 
different results. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its future performance. This document is 
provided solely for the information of professional investors who are expected to make their own investment 
decisions without undue reliance on its contents. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or 
published without prior authority of Pleion SA. 
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